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Abstract
Previous research has investigated acoustic and perceptual comparisons between the
fluent speech of adults who stutter (AWS) and adults who do not stutter (ANS). Numerous
studies demonstrate differences in temporal and frequency-related characteristics of the fluent
speech of AWS. For example, the literature has suggested that the fluent speech of AWS is
characterized by an increased number of pauses, increased voice onset time, centralized vowel
space, reduced F2 transitions, reduced variability in fundamental frequency, longer segment
durations, and reduced articulation rate. However, findings are mixed overall and there is a large
degree of heterogeneity in methodologies employed by these studies. Furthermore, most of this
literature is based on vowels, syllables, words and phrases with limited research on variability in
the connected speech of AWS. The current study compared the fluent speech samples of 3 AWS
with sex- and age-matched ANS. Four different connected speech tasks were investigated:
recitation, reading, monologue, and conversation. Using a schema to define typical and atypical
disfluencies, researchers removed stutter-like disfluencies from speech samples. Acoustic
analyses measured speech and articulation rate, ratios of pause time to total time, of voiced time
to total time, and of articulation time to total time, fundamental frequency (fo), fo range and
coefficient of variation, sound pressure level range, cepstral peak prominence, vowel space area,
and voice range density profile. There were no statistically significant group differences for any
measure except for the ratio of pause time to total time, and no significant effect of speaking
condition on any measure. This supports prior evidence (Few & Lingwall, 1972) that AWS do
not experience increased pause time when compared to fluent controls. Findings loosely suggest
that fluent connected speech of AWS does not differ significantly from that of ANS in terms of
acoustic characteristics related to rate, intensity, and frequency.
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Introduction
Fluency is an aspect of speech production that is defined by smoothness, continuity, rate,
rhythm, and degree of production effort. Stuttering is a fluency disorder characterized by
disruptions to the forward flow of speech. These disruptions can include sound, syllable, word,
and phrase repetitions, blocks, sound prolongations, revisions, and interjections (American
Speech-Language Hearing Association [ASHA], n.d.). Such disruptions to fluent speech
production are referred to as disfluencies. Disfluencies can negatively affect rate, rhythm, and
perceived naturalness of speech production. They can be accompanied by muscular tension,
secondary behaviors (such as reduced eye contact or fixed posturing), negative emotional and
psychosocial reactions, avoidance of sounds or words, and limited participation in speaking
situations (ASHA, n.d.; Yaruss & Quesal, 2004).
While various forms of stuttering exist, the most common form is developmental
stuttering. Approximately 11% of children develop a stutter by 4 years of age, but many of these
cases resolve as children mature (Reilly et al., 2013). Persistent developmental stuttering is a
fluency disorder that emerges in childhood, does not resolve, and continues into adolescence and
adulthood. While persistent developmental stuttering has no known cause, it has been associated
with several risk factors, including sex, family history, and age at onset (ASHA, n.d.). The
overall prevalence of stuttering across age groups is 0.72% and the incidence is approximately
5% (Craig, Hancock, Tran, Craig, & Peters, 2002). Though stuttering affects a relatively low
proportion of the population in comparison to many other communication disorders, its negative
effects on children and adults can be extensive. A multitude of studies have demonstrated its
adverse impacts on quality of life, social and emotional well-being, mental health, employment
opportunities, and job performance (Craig, Blumgart, & Tran, 2009; Blumgart, Tran, & Craig,
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2010; Klein & Hood, 2004). These negative outcomes for people who stutter (PWS) create a
need for continued research that broadens our understanding of this disorder and informs
assessment, diagnostic, treatment, and research approaches.
Fluency
Fluency is a multidimensional construct and various conceptual models have been
developed to frame assessment and treatment approaches for those with impaired fluency.
Starkweather (1987) proposed four dimensions to fluency outlined below in Table 1.
Table 1: Starkweather’s Four Fluency Dimensions
Dimension
Continuity
Rate
Rhythm
Effort

Definition
The overall connectedness of sounds, syllables, and words during
speech production; i.e., the smooth, uninterrupted flow of speech
The speed at which speech is produced
The prosodic patterns of a spoken message
The amount of energy expended by a speaker during speech production

Other researchers have identified additional aspects of fluency. For example, speech naturalness
is a perceptual measure of the overall speech quality of a speaker with impaired fluency; it is
representative of the extent to which speech of PWS sounds like that of fluent speakers (Logan,
2015). Effort and speech naturalness are superordinate aspects of fluency in that they reflect
underlying and summative effects of the subordinate fluency dimensions. These include
continuity, rate, and rhythm—all of which are measures closely associated with aspects of
speech timing and frequency modulation.
Theoretical Framework: The Fault-Line Hypothesis
Because there is no known cause of stuttering, several theories have been developed to
explain this disorder. Previous research has demonstrated that genetic, neurologic, psychologic,
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and motoric factors all may interact in cases of stuttering and many theories are based on one or
more of these influences. Theories of stuttering in the early twentieth century conceptualized
disfluencies as discrete occurrences, or stuttered “moments,” within fluent speech that is
otherwise normal in terms of its prosodic features (Johnson, 1933). Bloodstein’s (1969) work
challenged this assumption and claimed that stuttering is more accurately described as a behavior
whose features are not always confined to distinctive stuttered moments. This line of thinking
suggests that stuttering may produce differences in both the disfluent and fluent speech of PWS
that are not present in that of fluent speakers. Other theories of stuttering have similarly rested on
the assumption that this communication disorder impacts fluent speech production and that
stuttering involves more than momentary disruptions to the flow of speech. The theory of
stuttering that provides theoretical motivation for this study is known as the Fault-Line
Hypothesis, which assumes an underlying motor impairment of phonological encoding in PWS
(Wingate, 1988).
Previous research on the nature of speech disfluencies has shown that they often occur on
consonants in stressed syllables of words and that PWS parse connected speech in terms of
syllables instead of utterances (Heyde, Scobbie, Lickley & Drake, 2016). The Fault-Line
Hypothesis was proposed by Wingate (1988) in response to such findings. The hypothesis
postulates that stuttering arises from a difficulty in integrating consonants and vowels to form
syllable rhymes due to the change in phonation that is required to transition between these
syllable elements (Wingate, 1988; 1976). The underlying cause of stuttering, as suggested by the
hypothesis, is an irregularity in the retrieval and encoding of syllable rhymes, resulting in
delayed or inhibited formation of syllables. Theoretically, then, this ever-present difference in
speech motor function impacts both the fluent and disfluent speech production of PWS, which
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provides motivation for acoustic comparison of fluent speech samples between PWS and those
who do not.
Researching Fluent Speech of PWS
There are relatively few investigations that involve analysis of the fluent connected
speech of PWS. Studies have focused on acoustic and kinematic measures of speech production
as well as perceptual ratings made by listeners. Overall, past research supports temporal
differences in the fluent speech production of PWS, though specific findings are mixed. Below,
acoustic and perceptual findings are summarized. Studies related to kinematics are not discussed
because the present paper does not employ any methods related to kinematic analysis.
Some of the earliest research comparing fluent speech of PWS to a non-stuttering control
group investigated perceptual measures, such as listener identification. Wendahl and Cole (1961)
showed that unfamiliar listeners were able to identify speakers as PWS when listening to
recorded reading samples that excluded overt disfluencies. They also found that listener ratings
of speaking rate, force or effort, and rhythm suggested that the fluent speech of PWS differed
from that of people who do not stutter (PNS). However, in an attempt to replicate these findings,
Young (1964) concluded the opposite, that listener judgments could not significantly
differentiate the fluent speech of PWS from that of PNS.
Later research indicated that fluent reading samples of PWS contained significantly more
pauses than did the PNS group (Love & Jeffress, 1971). This difference in pause time between
groups was maintained for two different reading passages (Love & Jeffress, 1971). Few and
Lingwall (1972) conducted an analysis of the fluent speech of PWS in response to these mixed
findings. They measured listener judgments of speaking rate, listener identification of PWS, total
pause time, and articulation rate in 10-second fluent speech samples for a group of adults who
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stutter (AWS) as compared to a fluent control group of adults who do not stutter (ANS). The
study found that none of the measures showed statistically significant group differences. This
opposed Wendahl and Cole’s (1961) finding related to listener identification of PWS, but
supported Young’s (1964) conclusion that the fluent speech of PWS is not perceptually
identifiable from that of PNS.
Other studies of fluent speech in the acoustic domain have suggested that PWS
experience increased voice onset time (Hillman & Gilbert, 1977; Healey & Gutkin, 1984), longer
reaction times for initiation of voice (Adams & Hayden, 1976; Cross & Luper, 1979;
Starkweather, Hirschman, & Tannenbaum, 1976; Watson & Alfonso, 1983, 1987), longer
segment durations (Colcord & Adams, 1979; DiSimoni, 1974; Starkweather & Meyers, 1979),
and decreased articulatory rate (Borden, 1983; Ramig, Krieger, & Adams, 1982).
However, though these studies support the conclusion that PWS differ from PNS on the
basis of fluent speech characteristics, the literature in this domain is not consistent. And many
other studies have shown contrary findings for all of the previously mentioned acoustic
measures. Specifically, acoustic studies have reported no significant acoustic differences in
pause time (Few & Lingwall, 1972), voice onset time (Borden, Baer, & Kenney, 1985), acoustic
reaction time (Watson & Alfonso, 1982), segment duration (Healey & Adams, 1981), and
articulatory rate (e.g., Gronhovd, 1977; Healey & Adams, 1981). These inconsistencies in
findings are present not only in the literature on AWS, but also in those studies that compare
CWS (children who stutter) to age-matched fluent controls (Cross & Luper, 1979; Starkweather
& Meyers, 1979; Zebrowski, Conture, & Cudahy, 1985; Cullinan & Springer, 1980; Murphy &
Baumgartner, 1981).
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There are a many methodological differences across studies, including varying
definitions and criteria for “fluent” speech samples and varying speaking tasks. With regard to
speaking tasks, the majority of studies compare productions of single vowels (e.g., /a/), syllables,
words, or sentences. Very few studies investigate connected speech, such as reading, monologue,
and conversational or spontaneous speech production. This places a limitation on the
generalizability of findings from these studies since vowel, syllable, and single word productions
are not fully representative of real-world speaking contexts. Additionally, there is reason to
investigate different linguistic contexts based on recent research. Kleinow and Smith (2000), for
example, showed that syntactic length and complexity impact kinematic measures of motor
stability in PWS. They measured the spatiotemporal index to quantify stability of lip movements
during connected speech production. The study concluded that linguistic demands may affect
speech motor systems and speech production of PWS (Kleinow & Smith, 2000).
Furthermore, there are numerous studies that relate utterance length and complexity to
disfluencies and other speech characteristics aside from kinematic measures. Their results
generally support the theory that linguistic complexity is a factor that impacts speech motor
stability in PWS. Number of disfluencies, for example, has been correlated with syntactic
complexity (Ratner & Sih, 1987; Silverman and Ratner, 1997). This correlation is significant for
sentence modeling tasks, though not for sentence imitation tasks, in CWS, suggesting again that
tasks with greater linguistic processing demands precipitate speech motor instability and
increased breakdowns in fluency (Gordon, Luper, & Peterson, 1986; Gordon & Luper, 1989;
Haynes & Hood, 1978; McLaughlin & Cullinan, 1989). Some studies investigating the
spontaneous speech production of CWS have also upheld this hypothesis (Gaines, Runyan, &
Meyers, 1991; Logan & Conture, 1995).
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While stuttering research on language and speech interactions predominately focuses on
CWS, studies of AWS bear similar findings that syntactic length and complexity negatively
affect fluency (Tornick & Bloodstein, 1976; Hannah & Gardner, 1968; Wells, 1979). An
important factor to note is that this body of research uses disfluency totals as a dependent
variable almost exclusively. Since these studies support the hypothesis that linguistic complexity
can impact speech production of PWS, there is an impetus for continued research that
investigates tasks of varying complexity and their relation to other dependent variables that
define speech production.
Acoustic measures of fluent speech production, for example, provided a novel focus for
research that compares PWS and PNS in the context of varying linguistic complexity. Of note,
Healey and Ramig’s (1986) study compared fluent phrases of AWS and ANS obtained in two
different linguistic contexts: an isolated phrase and a phrase extracted from an oral reading
sample. They measured acoustic differences related to VOT and other durational measures.
There were more statistically significant between-group differences for the reading condition
than the isolated phrase condition; these findings suggested that the length and complexity of
speaking condition used to assess acoustic measures of fluent speech in AWS and ANS may
impact the discovery of differences between them (Healey & Ramig, 1986). However, this study
focused on acoustic analysis at the phrase level with a limited range of measures whose scope
included only the temporal or durational aspect of speech production. This highlights a need for
more robust acoustic analysis with a diversity of measures and investigation of connected speech
at the discourse level in varying contexts.
Reviews of studies that compare the fluent speech of PWS and PNS have raised a number
of methodological concerns relating to inconsistent or unclear definitions of fluency and varying
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speech sampling procedures. These issues pose difficulties for cross-study comparisons and may
also explain the broad incongruencies in findings within this body of research. Finn and Ingham
(1989) cautioned researchers who are investigating fluent speech of PWS to provide clear
definitions and procedures for identifying fluent samples. Most studies either use a fluent
utterance alone or compare it to a matched sample obtained from a fluent speaker; studies adopt
either a positive or negative definition of fluency with behavioral or perceptual standards for
judging fluency or disfluency (Finn & Ingham, 1989). Negative definitions often involve
obtaining speech samples from which overt stuttering-like disfluencies are absent. Speech
samples in this line of research tend to be analyzed by experimenters using audio-only or audiovisual assessment of the recorded speech sample (Finn & Ingham, 1989). They outline potential
confounds stating that “stutter-free” samples from PWS are not necessarily typically fluent and
that typical disfluencies should be controlled when comparing samples between PWS and PNS
groups (Finn & Ingham, 1989). They also state that listener judgments of fluency or disfluency
should be controlled using clear guidelines and cite a need to establish reliability of these
judgments.
Armson and Kalinowski (1994) also responded to this line of “fluent speech” research,
presenting an argument that limits the interpretations to be drawn from results of studies that
compare PWS and PNS groups. In particular, they argue that such studies should tread carefully
when concluding that significant between-group differences point to underlying deficits causal to
stuttering. The perceptually fluent speech of PWS is influenced by a number of variables
including context of speech sampling, treatment history of participants, stuttering severity of
participants, and their developmental history (Armson & Kalinowski, 1994). They cite these
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factors as being potential contaminants of findings, especially those that relate to identifying
stuttering causation.
Overall, the heterogeneity in acoustic studies on fluent speech samples poses difficulty
when it comes to interpreting findings and drawing comparisons across studies. The current
study takes the previously discussed reviews from Armson and Kalinowski (1994) as well as
Finn and Ingham (1989) into consideration for motivation, design and sampling procedures and
responds to limitations in the following sections. Because of mixed findings and the lack of
research on connected speech tasks, the current study proposes an acoustic comparison of fluent
speech from AWS and ANS groups with a novel speech sampling approach.

Research Question and Aims
The purpose of the current study was to investigate whether the fluent speech of AWS
differed from that of ANS in terms of acoustic measures related to intensity, frequency, and
timing obtained during different types of connected speech tasks. Unlike past studies that
selected utterances without stuttering-like disfluencies, the current study aimed to examine
connected speech samples that underwent removal of stuttering-like disfluencies based on audiovisual analysis of fluency. Assuming PWS have motoric differences in consonant-vowel
transitions within syllables, as outlined in the Fault-Line Hypothesis, the researchers
hypothesized that fluent speech of AWS will demonstrate greater acoustic variability than that of
ANS. The current study also aimed to determine whether there were task effects on measures of
acoustic variability, that is, whether some speech tasks resulted in greater variability than others
or not. Connected speech, as opposed to syllable or single word production, was explored
because this speaking context is more representative of daily speaking situations for both AWS
and ANS and there is a paucity of research in this domain.
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Method
The Institutional Review Board at the University of Arizona approved all the methods employed
in this study.
Participants
Experimental group.
This study included three young adults who stutter, one of whom was female and two of
whom were male. They ranged in age from 19 to 29 years (M=23 years) and were monolingual
speakers of American English. All had a self-reported family history of stuttering and had
received speech therapy for their stuttering either during childhood, adolescence, young
adulthood, or some combination thereof. They were not receiving speech therapy at the time of
their participation and had not been enrolled in treatment services for at least two months prior to
participation. See Table 2 for more detailed information about AWS participants. Each
participant completed an intake interview where they reported in detail on their stuttering and
treatment history. Brief summaries of these interviews are provided following Table 2.
Table 2: Sex, Age, Stuttering History for AWS participants
Participant Sex Age
Age at
ID
(years) Onset
(years)
S1
M
21
3-4

S2

F

19

4

S3

M

29

2-4

Family
History of
Stuttering
brother,
mother
(resolved);
maternal
grandfather

Treatment
History

Severity
SelfRating
1st-8th grade, Moderately
12th grade;
severe
college

Clinician
Severity
Rating
Severe

brother;
maternal
uncle, cousin
father
(resolved)

7th gradehigh school
years
Elementary,
middle
school;
college

Mild to
moderate

Moderate

Mild

Mild
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Participant 1 (S1). S1 reported that he experiences blocks most frequently, followed by
sound prolongations and repetitions. He stated that his disfluencies occur most often on single
sounds in the word initial position and specified that the following sounds were most difficult for
him: /p, g, t, d, s, w, m/. He informally rated his stuttering (frequency and duration) as
moderately-severe.
He received school-based speech therapy services from 1st through 8th grade and
occasionally during 12th grade. He independently sought out therapy services after beginning his
undergraduate studies, receiving treatment from a private speech-language pathologist for a few
months during his junior year and treatment at a University clinic during his senior year. He felt
that treatment had been helpful overall and reported using cancellations as a stuttering
modification technique and light contact, easy onset, or slow bounces as fluency-enhancing
strategies in order to manage his stuttering. In cases of severe stuttering or high pressure to speak
fluently, he spoke to a beat or with monotone intonation to optimize fluency. He reported
competence in using trained techniques only during non-stressful speaking situations with
familiar communication partners at home and at work, estimating that he used techniques for 6070% of “very disruptive disfluencies.”
S1 stated that being “nervous, excited, stressed, or out of breath” all contributed to
increased disfluencies. He reported “talking less” in a variety of speaking situations and with
various communication partners due to his stuttering. His stuttering had a significant negative
emotional impact; he stated that his stuttering made him feel “not good, uncomfortable,
incapable, embarrassed, sad, [and] frustrated.” Secondary characteristics or concomitant
behaviors observed by the experimenter included head tilt, head shake/tremor, loss of eye
contact, widening of eyes, and tightened jaw.
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Participant 2 (S2). S2 reported that the most common disfluencies she experiences are
sound repetitions, while blocks occur rarely. She informally rated her stuttering (frequency and
duration) overall as mild to moderate. S2 received school-based speech therapy services
beginning in 7th grade because of her stuttering worsening at this time. As a high school student,
she attended a speech therapy program for PWS at a University that involved individual and
group-based therapy for disfluency reduction and psychosocial support. During her first year of
college, she attended a local chapter of the National Stuttering Association, a monthly support
group for PWS and their allies.
With regard to trained techniques, S2 reported that she occasionally uses voluntary
stuttering to self-advertise. She also uses prolongations, or stretching, in anticipation of
disfluencies and slows her speech rate to maintain fluency. S2 stated that she does not regularly
use trained techniques in casual speaking situations but does rely on them in more formal
speaking situations that involve pressure to maintain fluency or feelings of nervousness, such as
presentations, interviews, or phone calls. S2 stated that speaking with familiar and accepting
conversation partners contributes most to her fluency and her comfort level to stutter openly.
She reported that she sometimes avoids speaking for fear of being judged and others’ reactions to
her stuttering, especially when asking or answering questions in class. She experienced
secondary characteristics including broken eye contact and tensed jaw, as observed by the
experimenter. With regard to the emotional impact of her communication disorder, she stated
that stuttering was sometimes her “worst enemy.” She added, “of course, I wish I didn’t [stutter],
but if this is the worst thing that ever happens to me, oh well…it made me a fairly accepting
person.”
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Participant 3 (S3). S3 reported that the kinds of disfluencies he experienced has changed
over time. As a child and adolescent, he often resorted to word-switching and other avoidance
behaviors to maintain his fluency. He stated that, as a result, for most of his life his stuttering
was not outwardly noticeable.
He received school-based treatment as a child in elementary and middle school. When in
college, he experienced an event of severe stuttering during a pressure-filled, professional
speaking situation. This prompted him to seek treatment as a young adult. He received treatment
from a variety of speech pathologists who specialized in fluency disorders. He also enrolled in an
intensive therapy program, Successful Stuttering Management Program, where he was
encouraged to let his stuttering “hang out” and experienced increased self-acceptance of his
stuttering. Following this treatment, his disfluencies became more outwardly noticeable, but this
came with the benefit of being able to say what he intended rather than hiding his stuttering. S3
reported that he currently experiences blocks most frequently followed by sound/syllable
repetitions. He self-rated his stuttering overall as severe prior to treatment and self-rated it as
mild following desensitization therapy.
S3 stated that the technique he most commonly uses to manage his stuttering is pseudostuttering to self-advertise as a PWS, which he feels facilitates a stutter-friendly environment and
reduces his fear of stuttering. He also uses stretching or sound prolongations to maintain fluency.
S3 reported that he uses these strategies on a daily basis in all of his regular speaking situations.
He stated that his fluency is decreased when he is under stress or pressure or is sleep-deprived.
Conversely, his fluency is optimized when he is well-rested, regularly exercising, and when his
conversation partners know that he is a PWS. He reported secondary characteristics of reduced
eye contact and jaw tension or contortion. He stated that he does not experience participation
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limitations now that he has overcome word-switching and avoidance behaviors. With regard to
the emotional impact of his stuttering, he stated that his stuttering is “part of my life and is
something that I will have to deal with for the rest of my life…My stuttering has been a
challenge I’ve had to overcome and I think in certain ways it’s made me stronger… At times I’m
a better listener because of it. It makes me focus on what I’m saying. Because of stuttering, I’ve
become a thoughtful speaker…I’ve just played more of the acceptance role with it [his
stuttering].”
Control group.
Three fluent control subjects matched for age (± 12 months) and sex participated. Control
subjects reported no history of speech, language, uncorrected vision, or hearing impairments and
were informally judged by the experimenter to be without communication impairment. All were
monolingual speakers of American English.

Experimental Procedures
Each participant engaged in four different connected speech tasks. These tasks involved
recitation (rote speech), reading, picture-cued story monologue, and conversation. All
participants completed the speech tasks in the order previously described, beginning with
recitation and ending with conversation. The prompts used for each task are described in Table 3
on the following page.
Participants were recorded using an AKG CS240 head microphone (with 2 cm mouth-tomicrophone distance) and a digital recording system (ZOOM, H5 HandyRecorder). To ensure
procedural fidelity, and to deliver consistent prompts, the experimenter was in the room during
recording of each speech task. For each task, the experimenter aimed to elicit speech samples
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approximately 120 seconds in length, but no fewer than 45-60 seconds in order to optimize
acoustic analyses. Recording sessions, including intake interviews, lasted between 30 and 90
minutes.
Table 3: Initial prompts given to participants for each connected speech task
Task
Recitation

Prompt
“Please recite the Pledge of Allegiance four times. I will hold fingers
up to remind you how many times you have remaining to say the
pledge.”

Reading

“Please read the following passage aloud.”

Picture-cued story
monologue

“Take a look at this series of pictures. Make sure you look at each one.
Tell me a story about what you see. Describe what is happening in
each picture. Use as much detail as possible.”

Conversation

“Can you think of a memory from your childhood?...Tell me a story
about your experience using as much detail as possible.”
“Can you think of a memory from high school or college?...Tell me a
story about your experience using as much detail as possible.”

Speech tasks.
Recitation. The first connected speech task involved recitation of the Pledge of
Allegiance in order to provide an opportunity for analysis of rote, or memorized and highly
practiced, speech production. Participants were asked whether they recalled the Pledge of
Allegiance. All participants were familiar with it, but if they did not remember it in full they
were allowed to review the Pledge of Allegiance in written form to refresh their memory. Once
they were confident that they could recite it without assistance, the passage was removed from
their line of sight. Participants were instructed to recite the Pledge four times in order to ensure
an adequate speech sample length.
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Reading. Participants were instructed to read a passage aloud. Experimenters selected the
Caterpillar Passage because it was designed for assessment of motor speech performance (Patel
et al., 2013). It contains varied word and utterance types to assess different aspects of speech
production, includes all English phonemes, and was written with contemporary vocabulary at a
5th grade Flesh-Kincaid reading level (Patel et al., 2013). Thus, it allows for robust connected
speech assessment with minimal cognitive-linguistic load.
Picture-cued monologue. To elicit oral narratives, experimenters used a set of pictures
containing six panels. The specific story board was used in previous research for elicitation of
written narratives from adults with language impairment (Suddarth, Plante, & Vance, 2012).
Experimenters selected this illustration because picture sequences allowed for analysis of
spontaneous connected speech production, a task separate from reading or rote speech. The
visual picture sequence provided a macrostructure framework for each monologue produced by
the participants. The illustration created by Suddarth and colleagues (2012) was a professionally
produced grayscale image that depicted sequential events in an archeological dig. As such, the
theme of the story board sequence was adult-oriented and appropriate for use with the young
adults who participated in this study, but also provided opportunity for use of specific
vocabulary, increasing the linguistic task load. The illustration is provided in Figure 1.
Conversation. Lastly, experimenters engaged in conversation with the participants. Initial
prompts were used to elicit a personal narrative based on participants’ memories of life
experiences. As in natural conversation, the experimenter asked follow-up questions and made
comments. While this task involved spontaneous connected speech production as the previous
task did, it was not a monologue and participants could not rely on visually presented
macrostructure cues. Furthermore, a second speaker was engaged in the task.
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Figure 1: Illustration for Picture-Cued Monologue Speech Task

Perceptual ratings.
Following completion of each speech task participants were asked to provide perceptual
ratings of their own speech by responding to open- and close-ended questions. Questions were
adapted from the Overall Assessment of the Speaker’s Experience of Stuttering (OASES; Yaruss
& Quesal, 2006) and similar questionnaires used to assess adults who stutter. They are provided
in Figure 2. After all speech tasks were completed, participants were asked to rank the speech
tasks in terms of their performance in order of most fluent to least fluent. The purpose of the
perceptual ratings was to gather anecdotal data that could potentially supplement interpretation
and discussion of findings in this study. The experimenter was present during survey
administration in order to provide clarification or answer any questions participants had
regarding aspects of the survey. Participants’ responses to the surveys for perceptual self-ratings
can be found in Appendix A, along with speech sample transcriptions.
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Figure 2: Questionnaire for Participants’ Perceptual Ratings
1. How often were you able to speak fluently during (insert name of speech task here)?
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
2. The frequency of my stuttered moments during (insert name of speech task here) could be
described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
3. The duration (length) of my stuttered moments during (insert name of speech task here)
could be described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
4. What influenced the frequency and length of your stuttered moments during (insert name of
speech task here)?
5. What strategies (if any) did you use during (insert name of speech task here)?

Speech Sample Analysis Procedure: Transcription and Removal of Stuttering-Like
Disfluencies
There was a single digital audio file for each participant’s entire session. This recording
was split into separate files for each of the four connected speech conditions. Using Praat
software, researchers removed investigators’ speech, silences, and nonspeech sounds (e.g., sound
effects) from the samples (Boersma and Weenik, 2016). Each file was transcribed after the
recording process in order to quantify and remove disfluencies so that the fluent speech of AWS
participants could be compared to the speech of fluent control participants. To identify and
quantify disfluencies in both groups of participants, researchers used a taxonomy of typical
versus atypical, or stuttering-like, disfluencies. See Figure 3 in the following pages for a diagram
of this taxonomy and the disfluency types that were classified (Gregory & Hill, 1992). The only
category of disfluency not included in the diagram but used during the transcription and
disfluency quantification processes by investigators was that of “Abandoned Word.” Stutteringlike disfluencies included blocks, prolongations, and part-word repetitions of single sounds or
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syllables. Whole-word repetitions, in contrast, could be classified as either typical or stutteringlike disfluencies. They were judged as stuttering-like if they met at least one of the following
criteria: a) repeated three or more times or b) produced with uneven stress or inappropriate
prosody.
Once each sample had been transcribed, words were identified as either fluent or
disfluent. All disfluent words were then classified or labeled according to their disfluency type.
Thus, for each participant typical and stuttering-like disfluencies were labeled and quantified. To
minimize subjectivity of judgments, fluency classifications were made using the above outlined
definitions for stuttering-like disfluencies. Furthermore, all judgments and classifications utilized
a multimodal representation of the speech signal; Praat allowed for audio-visual presentation
with spectrograms of each speech sample. In cases where a word had to be classified arbitrarily
or subjectively because it was not overtly disfluent, the experimenter made perceptual judgments
informed by normative durational data on production of the sound or syllable in American
English when available. All stuttering-like disfluencies were removed from the speech samples
using Praat software. The entire disfluent word and all repetition units, where applicable, were
removed from the onset of phonation to the end of the word. Typical disfluencies were not
removed from the speech samples. Transcriptions for all participants’ speech samples can be
found in Appendix A. All speech sample analyses, including transcription, fluency judgments,
and disfluency removal, were executed by the primary experimenter, a graduate student clinician
trained in fluency disorders. Measures of intra-rater reliability for perceptual fluency judgments
were not gathered and thus cannot be reported for the current study.
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Figure 3: Taxonomy for Disfluency Quantification
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Acoustic Analysis
In total, there were four audio files per participant, each with a sampling frequency of fs =
44100 Hz and 16-bit amplitude resolution. The mean length of samples was 73.0 seconds for the
AWS group and 63.2 for the control group. Using these files, acoustic analyses were performed
using customized Matlab scripts (B. Story; MathWorks, 2016). Each of the participants’ four
files was processed with the following steps:
1. A periodicity detector based on the autocorrelation of overlapped 23 ms windows was
used to find all segments that contained voicing and all subsequent analyses were
performed only on these voiced segments. This analysis allowed for determining location
and duration of pauses.
2. The fundamental frequency, fo, was determined with a cycle detection algorithm that
measured the period of each consecutive glottal cycle in each file.
3. SPL was determined by first multiplying the signal by the calibration factor obtained
during a calibration procedure. Then the RMS value of the pressure signal (PRMS) was
calculated within consecutive, overlapped 23 ms windows and converted to SPL with
20log10(PRMS/Pref) where Pref = 0.00002 Pa.
4. Formants, F1 and F2, were tracked throughout all voiced segments of each signal. This
was accomplished by first downsampling each signal such that fs= 10000 Hz, applying an
autocorrelation-type LPC algorithm to generate an estimate of the vocal tract frequency
response, and finally finding the frequencies of the first two formant peaks with a
parabolic peak-picking technique (Titze, Horii, & Scherer, 1987). The LPC analysis was
based on overlapped 40 ms windows tapered at the left and right ends with a Gaussian
window function (alpha = 2.5) to provide formant values every 5 ms.
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5. A smoothed version of the cepstral peak prominence (CPPS) was determined across the
duration of each signal with the method described by Houde & Hillenbrand (1994). For a
consecutive 92.9 ms windows, the real cepstrum (spectrum of a spectrum) was first
calculated and then smoothed with a 30-point averaging filter. A linear regression line
was then fit to the smoothed cepstrum, and the amplitude of the peak corresponding to
the fundamental period in the smoothed cepstrum and its location along the quefrency
axis was found with a peak detector. The difference between the peak value and the
regression line at the same quefrency was logged as the value of CPPS.
This custom analysis provided the following metrics for each participants’ files: speech rate,
articulation rate, ratio of pause time to total time, ratio of articulation time to total time, ratio of
voiced time to total time, fo coefficient of variation, change in mean SPL, voice range density,
vowel space density, and CPPS. Each metric is defined in detail below.
Measures of frequency.
fo range. The range of fundamental frequency was calculated in each speaking condition
for each participant.
fo coefficient of variation. This measure is the ratio of standard deviation to the mean
fundamental frequency. It was calculated in each speaking condition for all participants. It
demonstrates the extent of fundamental frequency variability relative to average fundamental
frequency. A higher coefficient indicates greater variability in fundamental frequency.
Measures of intensity.
SPL range. The range of sound pressure level was measured for each participant in all
conditions.
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Measures of rate and duration.
Speech rate. Speech rate refers to the speed at which a speaker produces speech,
including pauses. Recording time was measured from onset of speaking to the end. Pauses were
included in analysis of total time. Speech rate was calculated in units of syllables per second for
the duration of the speech sample.
Articulation rate. Articulation rate is a measure of speaking rate that excludes pause time
from the calculation and thus is a measure of the rate at which speech segments or phonetic
events are produced. Recording time was measured from onset of speaking to the end. Pauses
with durations of 0.3 seconds or greater were removed. Rate of articulation was calculated in
units of syllables per second for the length of the sample.
Ratio of pause time to total time. Total recording time was measured from the onset to
the end of speaking. Pause time was calculated as a sum of silent pause duration in the speech
sample.
Ratio of articulation time to total time. Articulation time is a measure of the time spent
producing speech segments or phonetic events; it does not include pause duration. Pause time
and articulation time, thus, are two major components of speech rate, which can be changed by
modulating one or both of these components.
Ratio of voiced time to total time. Voiced time differs from articulation time in that it is a
measure of the total duration of voiced phonetic events, or speech segments produced with
vibration of the vocal folds to create voicing. Thus, voiced time does not include silent pause
duration nor duration for voiceless speech segments.
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Additional acoustic measures.
Voice range density profile normalized (VRPn). The fo and SPL values were normalized
to their median values, and fo was converted to semitones. These values were used to plot a
normalized VRP plot as demonstrated by Story & Bunton (2017). In a grid spanning from -6 to 6
semitones in the horizontal dimension, and from -6 to 6 dB in the vertical dimension, the number
of [fo, SPL] pairs present within a radius of 0.1 from every point in the grid were counted and
assigned to the corresponding grid point as a density value. All density values were then
normalized to the maximum density present across the grid so that the maximum density is
always equal to 1.0. Plotted as a color map that varies from dark blue for low density, to red
indicating high density, the VRP provides a view of how the talker distributed their fundamental
frequency and SPL over the duration of the recording. Each voice range density plot was
quantified by finding area enclosed by a convex hull at a density level of 0.25. In this case, the
area measurement has units of dBHz.
Vowel space density normalized (VSDn). Based on the first and second formant
frequencies (F1, F2) measured across all voiced segments, a vowel space density plot was
determined as described by Story and Bunton (2017). The first step was to normalize the formant
values relative to the median such that Fn* = (Fn-Fnmedian)/Fnmedian where n is the formant number;
this process allows for comparison across talkers, genders, age, etc. A grid was then generated
spanning a range from -1 to 1 along both the horizontal and vertical axes with an increment of
0.01. At every point in the grid, the [F1*, F2*] pairs that were located within a radius of 0.075
were counted and logged as the density value associated with the specific grid point. The density
values were normalized to the largest density value so that the maximum was always 1.0. VSDn
plots were generated for each task. Similar to the voice range profile, the density of the
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normalized formant pair across each sample were plotted on the x and y axes, with color
differentiation to represent density of the vocalic productions in the normalized vowel space.
Again, dark blue represented low density and red represented high. This allowed for
discrimination between a talker's tendency to centralize or disperse vowels.
Cepstral peak prominence (CPPS). The smoothed cepstral peak prominence value
indicates degree of periodicity present in the signal, as measured in dB. A low number suggests
a significant aperiodic spectral component, as would be expected in a breathy or rough voice. A
high number indicates that most of the acoustic energy is in the harmonic components, as may be
expected when voice is not dysphonic.
Statistical Analysis
A mixed model ANOVA was used to investigate differences for these acoustic measures
as a function of group, condition, and the group by condition interaction.
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Results
Stuttering-Like Disfluency Quantification
Stuttering-like disfluency totals for AWS participants can be found in Table 4. All totals
are reported in percent syllables stuttered (% SS). Interestingly, the Caterpillar Passage task
(Patel et al., 2013) posed difficulties for AWS participants who stuttered moderately to severely
(S1 and S2). For example, S2’s disfluency totals for all other conditions averaged around 9.5%
SS. She experienced a significant fluency breakdown during reading, with her % SS steeply
increasing to 25.4% SS during that task. Similarly, participant S1 reported that he normally is
fluent when reading and was surprised to experience so many disfluencies during this task.
Recall, the Caterpillar Passage (Patel et al., 2013) contains words and sentences of varying
complexity. Both male participants (S1 and S3) had their greatest disfluency totals in the
conversation condition. These results informally suggest that linguistic demands of a task indeed
influence motor stability and fluency breakdowns, and these influences may be mediated by
individual-specific factors such as previous experiences and expectations about speaking. See
Appendix A for transcriptions and participants’ reports on use of strategies as well as their
experience of stuttering in each task.
Table 4: Stuttering-Like Disfluency Quantification

Participant ID
S1
S2
S3

Percent Syllables Stuttered (% SS)
Recitation
Reading
Monologue
Conversation
0
9.8
14.0
17.5
9.6
25.4
9.5
9.4
0
0.4
0.8
2.1
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Measures of Frequency
fo range.
The fundamental frequency range, calculated as the difference of maximum and
minimum fo, for control and AWS participants across speaking conditions can be found in Figure
4. The average fo range for AWS was 137.9 Hz and the average for the control group was 143.2
Hz. The main effect of group on fundamental frequency range was not statistically significant.
Furthermore, there were no significant effects of speaking condition on fundamental frequency
range, as can be expected. Reading aloud may have shown significant task effects had
participants been instructed to read as though they were reading to children, since this specific
reading task can elicit greater ranges of speaking fundamental frequency. However, in this study
participants were simply instructed to read aloud.
Some seeming “outliers” can be seen in the conversation condition for speakers S2 and
C2, the female participants in this study. These are consistent with the fact that average
fundamental frequencies are higher for female speakers. This task-specific increase in fo range
may also be attributed to increased involvement of emotional or attitudinal factors since, unlike
in other tasks, participants were asked to share a personal experience in this speaking condition.
The conversational partner, or experimenter, in this condition was also female; the increased fo
ranges seen only for female participants may also reflect differences in dynamics between
female-female versus female-male conversations.
Overall, results for this measure were consistent with sex-specific average fo ranges: the
male speakers in this study (participants S1, C1, S3, C3) generally fell within the typical
fundamental frequency range for males (107-132 Hz) and female speakers (S2, C2) fell within
the range for typical females (185-220 Hz).
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fo range
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Figure 4: Fundamental frequency range for individual AWS participants S1-S3 and control
participants C1-C3 across the four speaking conditions
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fo coefficient of variation.
The coefficient of variation of fundamental frequency for individual participants across
speaking conditions can be found in Figure 5. There were no significant differences between
groups in the fo coefficient of variation. There was also no significant effect of speaking task on
this measure. For both groups, the majority of measured coefficients fell below 0.15 (or 15%),
reflecting relatively low ratios of fo standard deviation to mean fo.

fo coefficient of variation
Recitation

Reading

Monologue

Conversation

f0 coefficent of variation
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0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
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S2

S3
C1
Participant

C2

C3

Figure 5: Fundamental frequency coefficient of variation for individual AWS participants S1-S3
and control participants C1-C3 across the four speaking conditions
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Measures of Intensity
Sound pressure level (SPL) range.
The SPL range for individual participants in each speaking condition can be found in
Figure 6. The average SPL range (SPL maximum – minimum) for AWS was 47.3 dB. The
control group average SPL range was 47.5 dB. There were no significant between-group
differences for this measure. Female participants (S2, C2) tended to use lower ranges in
comparison to male participants across all speaking conditions. Most participants also tended to
use greater SPL ranges in the conversation task and lower SPL ranges during recitation; 4 out of
6 participants had their greatest SPL range in the conversation condition and 5 out of 6
participants had their lowest range in the recitation condition. However, there were no significant
task effects on this measure. The large SPL ranges seen below can be attributed to pressure
variations during the recording process, such as a release of a stop consonant. Close proximity of
the microphone to participants’ faces may have resulted in recording of higher maximum SPL
values. Similarly, a participant moving or touching the microphone during the recording process
could result in large pressure differences.
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Figure 6: SPL range for individual AWS participants S1-S3 and control participants C1-C3
across the four speaking conditions
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Measures of Rate and Duration
Speech rate and articulation rate.
Speech rate and articulation rate results for control and AWS participants can be found in
Figures 7 and 8. Between-group differences in speech rate did not reach statistical significance
and there was no significant effect of speaking task on speech rate. There were also no
significant differences in articulation rate between groups and no significant effect of speaking
task on articulation rate.
Speech rate, measured in syllables per second (syll/sec), includes pause time. Average
speech rate for the control group was 4.0 syll/sec, while the average for the AWS group was 3.3
syll/sec. AWS participants had lower speech rates across tasks in comparison to their fluent
counterparts with two exceptions: male AWS (S1, S3) had slightly higher speech rates in the
recitation condition than male control participants (C1, C3).
Articulation rate, measured in syllables per second, excludes pause time. Average
articulation rate was 4.5 syll/sec for the control group and 4.1 syll/sec for the AWS group. Again,
AWS participants tended to have lower articulation rates than fluent control participants with a
few exceptions: again, male AWS participants (S1, S3) had slightly higher articulation rates in
the recitation condition and S3 also had a faster rate in the monologue task.
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Figure 7: Speech rate in syllables per second for individual AWS participants S1-S3 and control
participants C1-C3 across the four speaking conditions.
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Articulation Rate
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Figure 8: Articulation rate in syllables per second for individual AWS participants S1-S3 and
control participants C1-C3 across the four speaking conditions
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Ratio of pause time to total time.
The ratio of pause time to total time for control and AWS participants can be found in
Figure 9. The main effect for group was statistically significant. However, there was no
significant effect of speaking task on the ratio of pause time to total time. The AWS group had
significantly lower ratios of pause to total time in comparison to the fluent control group. The
average ratio of pause time to total time was 0.20 for the AWS group and 0.76 for the fluent
control group. Across tasks, AWS participants ranged from ratios of 0.08 to 0.41, while control
participants ranged from 0.68 to 0.86. Ratio of pause time to total time is directly related to total
pause duration; as the ratio increases, so does pause duration. Lower ratios in the AWS group
reflect lower overall pause time exhibited by these participants.
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Figure 9: Ratio of pause time to total time for individual AWS participants S1-S3 and control
participants C1-C3 across the four speaking conditions
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Ratio of articulation time to total time.
The ratio of articulation time to total time for control and AWS participants can be found
in Figure 10. The AWS group ratio average was 0.81, while the control group average ratio was
0.76. There were no significant differences in this ratio between groups and there was no
significant effect of speaking task on this ratio.
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Figure 10: Ratio of articulation time to total time for individual AWS participants S1-S3 and
control participants C1-C3 across the four speaking conditions
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Ratio of voiced time to total time.
The ratio of voiced time to total time for control and AWS participants can be found in
Figure 11. The average ratio was 0.55 for the control group and 0.56 for the AWS group. There
were no significant differences in this ratio between groups and there was no significant effect of
speaking task on this ratio.
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Figure 11: Ratio of voiced time to total time for individual AWS participants S1-S3 and control
participants C1-C3 across the four speaking conditions
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Additional Acoustic Measures
Vowel space area.
The normalized vowel space area (VSAn) for individual participants in each speaking
condition can be found in Figure 12. The average VSA was 0.99 for the control group and 0.78
for the AWS group. There was no significant main effect of group (VSAn). Additionally, there
were no significant differences across speaking conditions on this measure. See Appendix B for
normalized density plots.
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Figure 12: Normalized vowel space area for individual AWS participants S1-S3 and control
participants C1-C3 across the four speaking conditions
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The raw data for vowel space area of individual participants in each speaking condition
can be found in Figure 13. The average vowel space area was 0.55 kHz2 for the control group
and 0.64 kHz2 for the AWS group. Like the normalized data, the main effect of group on this
measure did not reach statistical significance. Additionally, there were no significant differences
across speaking conditions on this measure. See Appendix B for raw density plots.
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Figure 13: Raw vowel space area for individual control participants S1-S3 and control
participants C1-C3 across the four speaking conditions
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Voice range density profile area.
The voice range density profile area for individual participants in each speaking condition
can be found in Figure 14. The average area was 21.2 dBHz for the control group and 20.3 dBHz
for the AWS group. There was no statistically significant main effect of group on VRP area.
Additionally, there were no significant differences across speaking conditions on this measure.
See Appendix B for voice range density plots.
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Figure 14: Voice range density area for individual AWS participants S1-S3 and control
participants C1-C3 across the four speaking conditions
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Smoothed cepstral peak prominence.
The cepstral peak prominences are graphed below for individual participants in each
speaking condition can be found in Figure 15. The average CPPS value was 7.23 dB for the
control group and 8.13 dB for the AWS group. The main effect of group on CPPS value did not
reach statistical significance. Additionally, there were no significant differences across speaking
conditions on this measure.
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Figure 15: CPPS for individual AWS participants S1-S3 and control participants C1-C3 across
the four speaking conditions
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Discussion
Summary of Findings
There were no statistically significant group differences for any measure except for the
ratio of pause time to total time. Notably, there was also no significant effect of speaking
condition on any measure. This supports prior evidence (Few & Lingwall, 1972) that AWS do
not experience increased pause time when compared to fluent controls; in fact, AWS seem to
employ a continuous voicing strategy with a reduction in overall pause time. Findings loosely
suggest that the fluent connected speech of AWS does not differ significantly from that of ANS
in terms of acoustic characteristics related to rate, intensity, and frequency. Individual findings
are summarized below with a discussion of trends in the literature relevant to each finding.
Measures of frequency and intensity.
The data show that the fo and SPL ranges employed by AWS during various connected
speech tasks do not differ significantly from ANS. This suggests that AWS do not exhibit
diminution of fo variability in comparison to AWS. This is further supported by the absence of
significant between-group differences in fo coefficient of variation, a measure representative of
relative fo variability.
Fundamental frequency has often been used as an acoustic measure that is indirectly
representative of vocal mechanism motor function, specifically of respiratory and laryngeal
function. Early comparisons of PWS and PNS supported the hypothesis that PWS have restricted
pitch variability, both when speaking in highly emotional states and when not (Bryngelson,
1932; Travis, 1927). Other studies have argued that PWS exhibit greater pitch instability (Falck,
Lawler, & Yonovitz, 1985; Sacco & Metz, 1989). Healey (1982) showed that ANS demonstrated
significantly broader fundamental frequency ranges than AWS, but mean speaking fundamental
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frequency, mean rate of fo change, and average number of frequency shifts did not differ
significantly between groups on comparisons of fluent speech at the sentence level. Healy and
Gutkin (1984) later showed that fundamental frequency during vowel production following stop
consonants did not differ significantly between AWS and ANS groups. Hall and Yairi (1992)
measured frequency and intensity instability in their analysis of fluent productions in the context
of spontaneous connected speech in preschool CWS, comparing them to age-matched fluent
children. Acoustic measures included fundamental frequency, jitter (a measure of cycle to cycle
frequency perturbations), and shimmer (a measure of cycle to cycle amplitude perturbations).
They found that vocal shimmer was significantly higher for CWS than for CNS, but there were
no significant between-group differences for frequency measures, including fo and jitter (Hall &
Yairi, 1992).
With regard to fo coefficient of variation, to our knowledge there are no studies to date in
the fluency literature that include this measure, at least not in the context of fluent speech
comparisons. However, literature outside of fluency disorders can shed light on this coefficient,
measured as a ratio of fo standard deviation (SD) to mean. Traunmüller & Eriksson (1995)
indicated that fo SD, or crudely fo “spread,” is impacted both by the task or discourse context and
sex of the speaker (Johns-Lewis, 1986, 2018); specifically, greater involvement of emotion or
animation in speaking tasks is correlated with greater fo SD. These task effects of discourse type
on fo SD are generally more pronounced in female than male speakers (Traunmüller & Eriksson,
1995). Similarly, prosody in American English is impacted by emotions; degree of perceived
emotion in a speech sample is highly and positively correlated with fundamental frequency and
intensity ranges (Huttar, 1968). This provides some explanation for the trend in the present study
that female speakers tended to have slightly greater fo ranges, and fo coefficients of variation in
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the conversation condition relative to other speaking conditions. Notably, emotional speaking
contexts can both facilitate fluency and precipitate fluency breakdowns for PWS. While our
study did not specifically select tasks with varying emotional involvement in mind, this could
provide a novel direction for continued research.
Shifting focus to intensity measures and findings, our data show no significant betweengroup differences in SPL range, nor any task-related differences. There are few studies that
investigate intensity measures in this line of fluency research. However, our data are consistent
with findings that cyclical intensity variation at syllable onset was no different in comparisons of
metronomic speech for AWS and ANS (Boutsen, Brutten, & Watts, 2000). Hall and Yairi (1992)
also examined cyclical intensity variation in terms of vocal shimmer but found that CWS had
significantly greater values for this measure when compared to fluent controls. This may be
attributed to the notion that vocal tract control increases with age and measures of cyclical
instability in both frequency and intensity tend to decrease as children mature (Glaze, Bless,
Milenkovic, & Susser, 1988). However, significant shimmer differences are upheld for fluent
speech comparisons between AWS and ANS (Newman, Harris, & Hilton, 1989).
Of important note, though, is the fact that the present study compared measures of overall
intensity (in terms of SPL range), while past studies measured cyclical intensity variations.
Differences in acoustic measures related to intensity pose difficulty when it comes to making
comparisons across studies and interpreting our findings in the context of past research.
However, our data on fluency are incongruent with past findings of restricted pitch variability
and reduced fo range in fluent samples of PWS when compared to PNS (Healey, 1982). Instead,
data from this study are more consistent with findings that fundamental frequency variability and
do not differ significantly in fluent speech of PWS (Hall & Yairi, 1992; Healey & Gutkin 1994).
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Similarly, differences both in acquisition of fluent speech samples related to task type and use of
specific frequency measures present some limitations on study comparisons.
Measures of rate and duration.
Rate. Rate measures are significant in fluency disorders research, both from a theoretical
and clinical perspective (Hall, Amir, & Yairi, 1999; Logan, 2015). With regard to CWS, the
speech rate of parents may have an influence on their child’s disfluencies (Guitar, 2006; Yairi &
Ambrose, 2005; Zebrowski & Kelly, 2002). Many parents of CWS instinctively encourage their
child to “slow down” during fluency breakdowns (Dickson, 1971; Lankford & Cooper, 1974;
Logan, 2015). Various treatment methods involve AWS and CWS, or even parents of CWS,
being asked to slow down when speaking (Conture & Melnick, 1999; Guitar, 2006). Posttreatment results have also yielded reductions in speaking rate even when this is not a direct
treatment target (Tasko, McClean, and Runyan, 2007). The question, then, of whether PWS
actually speak at rates that differ from PNS becomes relevant from a theoretical and clinical
standpoint.
Rate is theorized to reflect aspects of speech motor control and is one of Starkweather’s
fluency dimensions. Speech rate and articulation rate are the primary measures used to determine
temporal differences, if any, in between-group comparisons of fluent speech in PWS and PNS.
Speech rate is measured as the number of linguistic units produced by a speaker per unit of time,
inclusive of pausing and speech sound duration (Logan, 2015; Starkweather, 1987). Speech rate
can be based on both perceptually fluent and disfluent utterances and this can impact the
resulting measured rate (Logan, 2015). Speech rate is distinct from articulation rate, which is a
measure of linguistic units produced per unit of time when speech continuity is uninterrupted;
that is, exclusive of disfluency and pause duration (Chon, Sawyer, & Ambrose, 2012; Logan,
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2015). Speech rate is thought to be a measure of speech motor control because it reflects
coordination of respiratory, phonatory, and articulatory movements necessary for speech
production. These rates are measured and reported as a number of output units per unit time; for
example, syllables or words per second or minute are common.
Most investigations of rate in the stuttering literature have focused on children, though
there are a few studies related to adults. Overall, research findings related to speech and
articulation rate have been inconclusive thus far. For example, Borden (1983) compared
perceptually fluent speech of AWS and ANS during a counting task. While researchers did not
actually measure speech or articulation rate, they found that AWS were significantly slower than
ANS. Specifically, AWS had significantly longer execution times for task completion, which
was measured as the duration of time between the first and last event in “a serially ordered
response” (Borden, 1983). This difference was only significant for those participants who
stuttered severely. Another study measured the fluent reading rate (syll/sec) of AWS and ANS
when reading aloud in 4 conditions: to an experimenter in their habitual reading manner, to an
adult, to a child, and to a child seated next to an adult (Ramig, Krieger, & Adams 1982).
Researchers found significant between-group differences and task effects. The AWS group had
significantly slower articulation rates in comparison to the ANS group, and both groups had
significantly slower rates when reading to a child. However, Gronhovd (1977) compared the
fluent oral reading rates (syll/sec) of AWS and ANS and, while the AWS group utilized a
broader range of rates, the study found no significant between-group differences.
These inconsistencies in findings can be attributed to aspects of experimental design and
metrics used differing among studies. For example, these studies each differ in terms of rate
measurement techniques, selection of fluent utterances, and stimuli used for oral reading.
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Overall, studies across the adult and children literature have investigated perceptually fluent
utterances only or have compared both fluent and disfluent utterances. That is, some have
employed definitions of speech rate that include disfluency, while others have measured speech
rate on perceptually fluent utterances. These differences can account for much of the
heterogeneity in findings. Presence of disfluencies can impact rate measurements; for example,
disfluencies reduce the number of syllables spoken in a given period of time (Adams, 1976).
Therefore, many studies opt to compare fluent utterances between groups.
Recall, the current study measured speech and articulation rate in terms of syllables per
second. Speech rate was a function of number of syllables over total articulation time and total
pause time (or total time). Articulation rate was a function of number of syllables produced over
total articulation time. Of note, measures were performed on perceptually fluent connected
speech samples from which overt, stuttering-like disfluencies had been removed. Researchers
also compared ratios of pause time to total time, articulation time to total time, and voiced time
to total time to elucidate the source of any temporal differences between groups or across
conditions.
Findings showed a general, but nonsignificant trend of lower speech rates across
speaking tasks for AWS participants, although male participants had faster speech rates than
their fluent counterparts in the recitation condition. This may be attributed to fewer stutteringlike disfluencies experienced in this condition than in others. Similarly, measurements of
articulation rate showed no significant between-group differences, though AWS participants
generally had lower rates than ANS participants with a few exceptions. These results are
consistent with past research that shows no differences in articulation rate between groups for
oral reading (Gronhovd, 1977). The trend of lower speech and articulation rates among AWS in
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the current study is likely attributable to the removal of stuttering-like disfluencies from speech
samples. Logan and Conture (1995), for example, compared conversational fluent and disfluent
utterances; they showed a trend, though nonsignificant, that stuttered utterances had relatively
slower articulation rates in comparison to perceptually fluent utterances. This is generally
consistent with the current study’s findings. Also consistent with Gronhovd (1977) is the trend
that AWS participants tended to use greater ranges of speech rates across the four conditions,
though between-group rate differences were not statistically significant.
Some researchers have also estimated articulation and speech rates for typically fluent
ANS speakers of American English during oral reading and conversation by summarizing the
findings from many studies (Rob, Maclagan, & Chen, 2004; Logan, 2015). Summaries of those
findings and those of the current study are provided in Table 5 to provide a context for
comparison. Speech and articulation rate findings between the current study and a past study are
highly consistent for ANS in both oral reading and conversation contexts. Thus, the trend of
AWS speech and articulation rates being slightly lower than that of ANS remains true when data
from the current study are compared to ANS data from an unrelated study of speaking rate.
Table 5: A Comparison of Average Speech and Articulation Rates Across Studies

Oral Reading
Conversation

Oral Reading

Robb, Maclagan, &
Current Study
Chen (2004)
Average Speech Rate (syll/sec)
ANS
ANS
AWS
4.33
4.32
3.33
3.89
Average Articulation Rate (syll/sec)
ANS
ANS
AWS
5.27
4.89

Though there were no statistically significant task effects on rate, all three AWS
participants had their slowest articulation rates during the monologue task, which required

3.46
3.30

4.21
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participants to provide an oral narrative based on a series of pictures. Rate measurements can be
impacted not only by the articulatory movements of individual speakers, but also by linguistic
processes (Chon, Sawyer, & Ambrose, 2012). Utterance length and complexity may impact
measurements of speaking rate in that longer and more complex utterances may be more likely to
result in disfluency and may be produced at slower rates (Sadagopan & Smith, 2008; Chon,
Sawyer, & Ambrose, 2012). It is possible that the monologue task posed higher linguistic
demands due to word retrieval for specific, less-frequent vocabulary and the requirement to
sequence a narrative about an unfamiliar event.
Duration ratios. The only statistically significant finding from the current study related
to pause duration. The AWS group had significantly lower ratios of pause time to total time
speaking conditions. However, there were no significant between-group differences for ratios of
voiced time to total time, nor for the ratio of articulation time to total time. Lower pause time
ratios in AWS reflects lower overall pause duration exhibited by these participants. This suggests
that AWS participants are implementing a strategy of decreased pause use, or use of continuous
voicing, across tasks.
The absence of between-group differences in the ratio of voiced time to total time
suggests no differences in the timing of phonatory events during fluent speech production for
AWS and ANS. With regard to the ratio of articulation time to total time ratio, the two AWS
participants (S1, S2) who stuttered moderately to severely each had slightly higher ratios than
their ANS counterparts. However, the AWS participant (S3) whose stuttering severity was mild
had a lower ratio than their matched ANS control participant. This suggests that stuttering
severity may impact the duration of articulatory movements in that increased articulation time
may be a consequence of disfluency. Alternatively, increased articulation time could be a
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strategy for maintaining fluency. While these differences were not statistically significant, they
are notable since Ingham (1984) showed two primary strategies for reduction of speech rate: (1)
extended syllable or segment duration and (2) increase in pause time. Interestingly, AWS
participants in the current study demonstrated decreased pause time and those whose stuttering
severity was moderate or severe showed a nonsignificant trend of slightly longer articulation
time compared to ANS counterparts. Reduced pause time would theoretically increase speech
rate, though increased articulation time would do the opposite. It remains unclear whether
significantly decreased pause time is a strategy for maintaining fluency or whether it is a
consequence of disfluency. The same applies for interpretation of the non-significantly increased
articulation times for the AWS group.
The findings related to rate and duration, whether statistically significant or not, bear
clinical importance because reduction of speech rate has long been hypothesized to promote
fluency (Wingate, 1976). Pause time and articulation time are two major components of speech
rate and modulating one or both can result in changes to overall speech rate. Speech rate has also
been moderately to strongly correlated with stuttering severity ratings (Prins & Lohr, 1972);
some researchers have even shown that stuttering severity correlates more strongly with speech
rate than disfluency frequency (Prosek, Walden, Montgomery, & Shwartz, 1979). For decades
many stuttering therapies have used reduced speech rate, in some form, as a strategy to promote
fluency (Kalinowski, Armson, Stuart, & Gracco 1993). Continuous voicing and reduced rate are
mutually supportive fluency-enhancing strategies often taught to CWS in order to familiarize and
reinforce the feeling of fluent speech production (Ramig & Dodge, 2005). Maintaining phonation
can be achieved through slightly exaggerated articulatory movements and further facilitated by
tactile feedback of laryngeal “buzzing.” Slowed speech rate, best achieved through modulation
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of articulation time and movements rather than increased use of pauses, both supports and is a
natural consequence of continuous voicing (Ramig & Dodge, 2005). Thus, there is a clinical
motivation for continued research that explores factors contributing to the significant reduction
in pause time for AWS elucidated by this study. Understanding whether this strategy is fluencyenhancing or is a consequence of fluency breakdown may reveal different treatment targets or
approaches, especially since reduced pause duration was not accompanied by significant
differences in voicing duration or speech rate.
Additional acoustic measures.
To our knowledge, no findings have been published to date that measure smoothed
cepstral peak prominence in stuttering populations. There were no significant between-group
differences or task effects on this measure. Recall, a higher number indicates spectral periodicity
while a lower value indicates aperiodicity and reduced acoustic energy in the harmonics. This
would suggest dysphonic voice and can result from a breathy or rough voice quality. The average
CPPS value for the AWS group was slightly higher than the average for the ANS group, but
results for both groups suggested spectral periodicity and, thus, robust harmonic energy. Slightly
lower CPPS values seen for female participants S2 and C2 may be attributed to sex-related
differences, such as breathier voice. The only AWS participant who did not demonstrate higher
CPPS values than their ANS counterpart was male participant S3. This may be attributed to
presence of vocal fry, observed anecdotally by the experimenter, especially at the end of
utterances.
With regard to vowel space area, again there were no significant between-group
differences or task effects. However, the average normalized VSA was lower for the AWS group
than the ANS control group. This is consistent with previous findings that the fluent speech of
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PWS is characterized by centralized vowel space when compared to that of PNS (Klich & May,
1982). Findings from Zimmermann (1980) showed that AWS demonstrate reduced amplitude of
tongue movement during fluent speech production provide a kinematic correlate for reduced
vowel space. However, Prosek et al. (1987) also examined steady-states of first and second
formant transitions in fluent and disfluent utterances of AWS; findings from this study did not
suggest formant centralization regardless of whether vowel production was fluent or disfluent.
Both acoustic studies examined vowel formants in a CVC syllable context, as is typical, because
it allows for two distinct aspects of vowel production to be studied: formant transitions and
formant steady-states.
However, in the current study, researchers examined vowel formants in the context of
connected speech production. Vowel space density (VSD) plots helped to elucidate whether
speakers centralized or dispersed their vowels. Recall, the first two formants are plotted with a
color differentiation scale to represent and individual’s density of vowel production within the
vowel space; blue represents lower density and red represents higher density. In general, the
lower VSA values for AWS suggest a trend of vowel centralization and less variability in vocalic
productions. This pattern of centralization can be seen in the density plots across tasks for the
AWS participants who stuttered more severely (S1 and S2) and who demonstrated less
variability for both F1 and F2 (see Appendix B). This trend, however, could not be seen for the
participant (S3) whose stuttering severity was mild and whose VSD results consistently showed
more dispersed vocalic formants in comparison to his ANS counterpart. Again, this suggests that
stuttering severity may be linked to articulation, specifically of vowels.
Blomgren, Robb, and Chen (1998) studied the first two formants for fluently produced
CVC tokens. While they did not make any assertions related to stuttering severity, they did
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compare three groups of speakers: fluent or nonstuttering controls, untreated AWS, and treated
AWS. Interestingly, these researchers found that the untreated group had significantly greater
centralization of vowels than the treated and control groups on the basis of formant frequency
spacing. This along with findings from the current study that support a trend, though
nonsignificant, of vowel formant centralization have clinical implications. Vowel centralization
suggests that PWS may exhibit more neutral vocal tract shapes or postures (Blomgren, Robb, &
Chen, 1998). If this is a result of speech disfluency, and not a strategy for maintaining fluency,
then lingual movement may serve as a potential treatment target to facilitate expanded vowel
space through strategies such as exaggerated articulatory movements or light articulatory
contacts. These techniques may also serve to facilitate fluency for some speakers.
Finally, voice range density profiles (VRP) were measured and plotted (see Appendix B).
Recall that these plots provide an illustration of how an individual speaker distributed
fundamental frequency and intensity during each speaking task. Like the VSD plots, these plots
have a color scale that ranges from blue to red to indicate low and high density, respectively. The
average VRP areas were slightly larger for the ANS group than for the AWS group, suggesting
that normalized SPL and fo values may have been slightly more dispersed or variable, rather than
centralized, for fluent controls during speaking tasks. Overall, though, there were no statistically
significant differences between groups, nor across speaking conditions and there were few
observable trends. There are no published findings that measure VRP for fluent speech in
stuttering and nonstuttering populations.
A Note on Our Methodology
There are two factors that set the current study apart from the previous studies on fluent
speech of PWS. First, examination and comparison of multiple connected speech contexts
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distinguishes this study from those that examine more limited speech production contexts, such
as vowel, word, or sentence production, and those that examine single connected speech tasks,
such as oral reading. More notably, the current study’s definition and treatment of fluent speech
samples differs strongly from previous studies. As aforementioned, the current study employed a
negative behavioral or perceptual definition of fluent speech, qualifying it as all speech
remaining in a sample after removal of stuttering-like, or atypical, disfluencies. In contrast, past
studies have selected stretches of fluent speech that were devoid of stuttering-like disfluencies.
Thus, analysis of perceptually fluent speech in direct proximity of overt disfluency, though
excised from the sample, posed risk that this study could overestimate acoustic differences
between AWS and ANS groups due to contaminating effects of disfluency (Armson &
Kalinowski, 1994; Finn & Ingham, 1989). Surprisingly, though, only one out of eleven measures
yielded statistically significant results.
Limitations.
One limitation of this study lies in sample size; such a limited number of participants may
have reduced the power of our findings and is likely the reason for few significant outcomes. It is
difficult to predict which measures may or may not reach statistical significance in the context of
a larger sample size. While our sample size represented a range of subjective stuttering severity,
a larger number of participants from each severity category would have improved our ability to
interpret trends and may have elucidated other findings.
A very significant limitation of the current study was its failure to establish reliability for
the visuo-auditory perceptual judgments of fluency and disfluency. The primary experimenter, a
graduate student with training in fluency disorders classified and quantified typical and
stuttering-like disfluencies in each sample, but intra-rater reliability was not measured. Also, the
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use of multiple raters, rather than only one, may have helped to eliminate errors in listener
judgment. Establishing intra- and/or inter-rater reliability is necessary to ensure viable
procedures for selecting fluent speech samples and that such procedures are replicable (Finn &
Ingham, 1989). Lack of reliability measures necessitates that findings be interpreted with
caution.
Future Directions
Aside from the previously mentioned clinically significant questions that arise from this
study’s results, there are two potential opportunities to further this line of research. Trends in
previous literature and in current findings suggest acoustic differences in fluent speech
comparisons may be more pronounced in speakers who stutter more severely. Selection of a
larger sample size and of participants that objectively (rather than subjectively) vary in stuttering
severity may elucidate more statistically significant findings or may allow for direct comparisons
across stuttering severity. Additionally, allocating female and male participants into separate
groups may increase power for yielding significant findings related to fo and CPPS, both of
which are measures susceptible to sex-specific differences. Lastly, because there is already such
a robust literature on fluent speech of CWS, there is also motivation to replicate this study in
child or adolescent populations and compare to previous results in the literature.
Theoretical Considerations
Recall the theory of stuttering that served as theoretical motivation both for the current
study and the line of previous research on fluent speech comparisons: the Fault-Line Hypothesis
(Wingate, 1988). Because it assumes an underlying motor impairment, there should be
observable differences in fluent speech of PWS, especially with reference to production of
stressed syllables. Previous research has shown a significant coincidence of stressed syllable
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peaks and stuttering during connected speech, specifically reading (Prins, Hubbard, & Hrause,
1991). This provides direct support for Wingate’s hypothesis. A recent kinematic study also
yielded supporting data. Ultrasound tongue imaging was used to analyze fluent productions of
CV syllables in PWS and PNS groups (Heyde, Scobbie, Lickley, & Drake, 2016). Researchers
found reduced peak velocity of tongue movement, which they interpreted to indicate struggles
among PWS to transition between consonants and vowels within stressed syllables (Heyde,
Scobbie, Lickley, & Drake, 2016).
Though the current study did not analyze differences in speech production at the syllable
level, significant trends showed reduced pause time and nonsignificant trends showed reduced
speech and articulation rates, and increased ratios of articulation time to total time in PWS.
Further exploration of durational and rate measures used in the current study is needed in order
to fully interpret whether our data support or refute Wingate’s hypothesis. However, preliminary
data do indicate slightly reduced rate, slightly increased articulation time, and significantly
reduced pause duration among PWS. That these differences were observable in the context of
fluent speech production loosely supports the Fault-Line Hypothesis. Wingate’s hypothesis
raises the question of whether these differences would be more pronounced if connected speech
stimuli with more complex syllable structures and higher incidence of stressed syllables were
compared to production of simpler syllable structures and fewer stressed syllables.
Conclusion
It is well understood now that stuttering is a multifactorial disorder that occurs when a
constellation of risk and contributing factors interact to disrupt speech development. Thus, there
is no single factor that is either necessary or sufficient to cause stuttering. This study did not
attempt to draw any conclusions about stuttering causation based on acoustic differences in
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fluent speech of PWS and PNS populations. Instead, this study sought to investigate previously
unstudied connected speech contexts (recitation, oral reading, monologue, conversation) and to
do so with a novel approach to obtaining fluent speech samples. Measures included fo and SPL
range, fo coefficient of variation, speech rate, articulation rate, ratios of pause time to total time,
articulation time to total time, and voiced time to total time, vowel space area/density, voice
range density, and cepstral peak prominence.
The only statistically significant group difference for any measure was related to pause
duration. The AWS group had significantly lower ratios of pause time to total time than the ANS
control group. This suggested that AWS participants exhibited significantly reduced pause
duration, which suggests potential use of a continuous voicing strategy on the part of AWS.
There were no significant effects of speaking condition on any measure. The absence of other
statistically significant between-group differences loosely suggests that the fluent connected
speech of AWS does not differ acoustically from that of ANS in terms of intensity, frequency,
and rate. However, there were several nonsignificant trends related to speech and articulation
rate, articulation time, and vowel space area/density. These provide an impetus for continued
research with larger sample sizes, reliability measures for fluency judgments, and selection of
participants who objectively represent a range of stuttering severities. This may allow for more
robust interpretation of current findings and trends, as it is unclear if they represent strategies for
maintenance of fluency or if they are consequences of disfluency.
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Appendix A
Speech Sample Transcriptions
Coding Key
xx – unintelligible word/phrase
^ - abandoned word
IJ – interjection of sounds, syllables, words,
or phrases*
REV – revision*
LP – long pause

PHR – phrase repetition**
WWR – whole word repetition**
SyR – Part-word/syllable repetition**
SR – Sound Repetition**
P – prolongation***
B – block***

*Square brackets are used to indicate speech that is interjected or revised.
**All repetition codes are followed by “x#” to indicate the number or repetition units. For
example, “SRx3” indicates a sound repetition with 3 repetition units.
***Sound prolongations or blocks are followed by “</>#s” to indicate the duration of disfluency.
Durations are reported in 0.5 second increments. For example, “P>2s” indicates a sound
prolongation that lasted between 2 and 2.5 seconds.
Note: All stuttering-like (atypical) disfluencies and corresponding codes are emboldened within
the transcript to denote words and/or phrases that were removed prior to the acoustic analyses.
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Participant S1
S1 – Recitation
I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it
stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all. I pledge allegiance to
the Flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one Nation
under God, indivisible, liberty and justice for all. [That’s xx.](IJ) I pledge allegiance to the Flag of
the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God,
indivisible, with liberty and justice for all. I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of
America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, and liberty
and justice for all.

Interjections
n/a

Typical Disfluencies
1
Stuttering-Like Disfluencies
0
%SS = 0

1. How often were you able to speak fluently when reciting the Pledge of Allegiance?
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
2. The frequency of my stuttered moments during the Pledge of Allegiance could be described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
Also wrote in response: “n/a”
3. The duration (length) of my stuttered moments during the Pledge of Allegiance could be
described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
Also wrote in response: “n/a”
4. What influenced the frequency and length of your stuttered moments when reciting the Pledge
of Allegiance?
Recitation
5. What strategies (if any) did you use while reciting the Pledge of Allegiance?
none
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S1- Reading
[Do y^(P>1.5s) u-(IJ)](REV) [do y^(P>3s)](REV) [oh sorry okay](IJ) [do y^(P>2s)](REV) [do
you(P>1.5s) l^(P>1s)](REV) [I usually don’t have trouble](IJ) [do you like[P>1s]
amu^(B>1.5s)](REV) do you like amusement(P<1s) parks? [Well, I s^(P>1s)](REV) Well I
sure(P<1s) do. To [to](WWRx1) amuse myself, [I went twice l^(SRx2)](REV) I went twice
last(P>1.5s) spring. [My(B>3s) most meme^(SyRx1)](REV) My most
[eh(IJ)memorable(P>1.5s) m^(SRx2)](REV) memorable(SRx1) moment(B>2.5s) [was [was]
(WWRx1) ri^(P>1.5s)](REV) was riding(P<1s) on(SRx1) the Cater^(B>2.5s)
Caterpillar(B>4s), [which is](REV) [whi-which(SyRx1) is a](REV) which is [a gigantic
r^(SRx2)](REV) a gigantic rollercoaster(P>0.5s) high above [above](WWRx1) [the
grou^(B>0.5s)](REV) the ground. When(P<0.5s) I saw how high the [how high the how high
the](PHRx2) Cater^(B>2s) Caterpillar rose(SRx7) into the bright blue sky I knew it was
for(P>2s) me(B>2.5s). [After wa^(P>0.5s)](REV) after [waiting(P<0.5s) in li^(P>0.5s)](REV)
waiting in line for thirty minutes(B>1s), [I made it to the front w-(IJ)](REV) I made it to the front
where(SRx3) the man [measured(B>2s)](REV) measured my height to see if I was tall enough.
I gave the man uh uh uh uh uh(SRx5) my coins, asked for change, and jumped on the cart.
Tick, tick, tick, the Caterpillar climbed slowly up the tracks. It went SO high I could see the
parking lot. Boy was I SCARED! I thought to myself, “There’s no turning back now.” People
were so scared they screamed as we swiftly zoomed fast, fast, and faster along the tracks. As
quickly as it started, the Caterpillar came to a stop. Unfortunately, it was time to pack the car
and drive home. That night I dreamt of the wild ride on the Caterpillar. Taking a trip to the
amusement park and riding on the [Calerpuh- puh-(IJ)](REV) Caterpillar was my MOST
memorable moment ever!

Typical Disfluencies
Interjections
6
Revisions
19
Phrase repetitions
1 (avg # repetition units = 2)
Whole word repetitions (even stress)
3 (avg # repetition units = 1)
Stuttering-Like Disfluencies
(Part-word) Syllable repetitions
2 (avg # repetition units = 1)
(Part-word) Sound repetitions
8 (avg # repetition units = 2.9)
Prolongations
19
Blocks
10
%SS = 9.8
1. How often were you able to speak fluently while reading the Caterpillar story?
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
2. The frequency of my stuttered moments while reading the Caterpillar story could be described
as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
3. The duration (length) of my stuttered moments while reading the Caterpillar story could be
described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
4. What influenced the frequency and length of your stuttered moments while reading the
Caterpillar story? Pressure to speak/perform how I would normally expect to speak when
reading
5. What strategies (if any) did you use while reading the Caterpillar story? Not many – a few
attempts at cancellations and light contacts + easy onsets
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S1 – Monologue
Okay, there is a paleontologist. Is that the correct term? [Is](IJ)-- There is a paleontologist
named Fred who is [d-d-d^](SRx3) [who is](PHRx1) [is](WWRx1) digging up a fossil [eu](B<1s) [he](B<1s) head or a fossil of [a [d-dinos^](SRx1)](REV) [Is that like a dinosaur?](IJ)
a small [di-dinosaur](SyRx1) or [so-something](SyRx1) um [and he [he](WWRx1)](REV) and
after he digs it up he packs it into a box to take back to [his [l^](P>1.5s)](REV) his [lab](B>1s).
When he gets to [his](P<1s) lab he tries to take all [all](WWRx1) of the [pieces](B>5s) and [put
them [tog^](B>3s)](REV) put them together(B<1.5s) and [he’s trying to](PHRx1] he’s trying [to
[f-fi^](P<1.5s)](REV) um [to figure(P>2s) th^(B<1s)](REV) uh to figure that(P<1s) out but he
sees [that there is not](REV) um [that there’s [n^]](REV) that the dinosaur [does not
ha^(SyRx3)](REV) does not [have(P>1.5s) l^(B<1s)](REV) have legs(B>3.5s) so [he’s a bit
he’s a bit](PHRx2) um he’s a bit confused so then [he he he he he he he](WWRX7) he makes
[he makes](PHRx1) [a [a](WWRx1) [pre^](B>3.5s)](REV) [a a](WWRX2-uneven stress) [a
[pre^](B>1.5s)](REV) [a uh](REV) a presentation(B>1.5s) [about his [f^](P>1s)](REV) about
[his [fi^](P>4s)](REV) his findings(P<1s) and shows the dinosaur in [a wh^(SRx3)](REV) [a
wh^(P>3.5s)] a wheelchair(P>3s) and yeah.

Typical Disfluencies
Interjections
2
Revisions
16
Phrase repetitions
4 (avg # repetition units = 1.25)
Whole word repetitions (even stress)
4 (avg # repetition units = 1)
Stuttering-Like Disfluencies
Whole word repetitions (uneven stress)
2 (avg # repetition units = 4.5)
(Part-word) Syllable repetitions
3 (avg # repetition units = 1.3)
(Part-word) Sound repetitions
3 (avg # repetition units = 2.3)
Prolongations
11
Blocks
12
%SS = 14.0
1. How often were you able to speak fluently while describing the picture?
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely

Never

2. The frequency of my stuttered moments while describing the picture could be described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
3. The duration (length) of my stuttered moments while describing the picture could be described
as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
4. What influenced the frequency and length of your stuttered moments while describing the
picture?
1.) Uncertainty of what I would say when trying to describe, leading to many pauses I had to
start back up from. 2.) Pressure/stress of an audience.
5. What strategies (if any) did you use while describing the picture)? Light contacts, easy onsets,
some timeouts
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S1 – Conversation
Okay uh [so it’s not quite um](REV) [s- i- i- ](IJ) so uh when I was in [like eighth(B>2s)
g^(B>3s)](REV) like eighth grade(SRx6) um [one [of my f^(P<1s)](REV) [of my
fo^(P>3.5s)](REV)](REV) one of my fondest(P>1.5s) memories(SyRx2) um is [is is](WWRx2)
this time that [that](WWRx1) me and a few [of my(B>1s) fr^(P>2.5s) m-(IJ)](REV) of my
friends(P>1.5s) uh [we r-(IJ)](REV) [we went] we went(PHRx1) on [a bike(B>5s)
ri^(SRx3)](REV) a bike(B>1.5s) ride(P>4.5s) slash um adventure[SRx4] um {from(P<1s) my
house(SyRx4) to [the(B>3s) ma^(B<1s)](REV) [the(P<1s) ma^(B<1s)](REV) uh(SRx5) the
ma^(B>6s) mall(B>3s)}(REV) uh from my house to the(SRx2) mall um and [so that was about
like [like](WWRx1) uh like](REV) so that took about [like f^(P>4.5s)](REV) [like
four(P>6s)](REV) like [four ho^(SRx9)](REV) four hours(B<1s) um and it w-(IJ) uh and [we
like](REV) [we kinda like] (REV) [we [we](WWRx1) st^(B>3s)](REV) [we uh st^(B>4s)](REV)
we stopped at several [several](WWRx1) spots and [like just kinda w-(IJ)](REV) [uh just w(IJ)](REV) [I don’t know we just i-(IJ)](REV) [it was a f^(P>3s)](REV) it was [a very(B>2s)](REV)
um a very fun(P>2s) [and a^(P>2s)](REV) [and a^(P>1.5s)](REV) and adventurous(SyRx8)
day and uh yeah (tongue click) that’s what I got.

Typical Disfluencies
Interjections
7
Revisions
26
Phrase repetitions
1 (avg # repetition units = 1)
Whole word repetitions (even stress)
5 (avg # repetition units = 1.2)
Stuttering-Like Disfluencies
(Part-word) Syllable repetitions
3 (avg # repetition units = 4.7)
(Part-word) Sound repetitions
6 (avg # repetition units = 4.8)
Prolongations
14
Blocks
14
%SS = 17.5
1. How often were you able to speak fluently while speaking in conversation?
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely

Never

2. The frequency of my stuttered moments while speaking in conversation could be described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
3. The duration (length) of my stuttered moments while speaking in conversation could be
described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
4. What influenced the frequency and length of your stuttered moments while speaking in
conversation? 1.) Conversational speaking is always the hardest. 2.) Stress/pressure.
3.) Acknowledgment of my severe stuttering leads me to panic and continue to have
disfluencies.
5. What strategies (if any) did you use while speaking in conversation? (sometimes) timeouts, easy
onsets, light contact, slow bounce
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Participant S2
S2 – Recitation
I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America(SyRx2), and to the Republic for
which it stands, one nation(SRx1) under God, [uh oh my god sorry (laughs) um](IJ) under God
indivisible(SyRX3), with liberty and justice(SyRX1) for(SRx4) all. I pledge allegiance to the
Flag to the United States(SRx3) of America(SyRx1), and to the Republic for which it stands,
one nation(SRx2) under God, indivisible, and liberty and justice for all. I pledge allegiance to
the Flag of the United States(B<1s) of America(SyRx1), and to the Republic for which it
stands, one Nation(SRx2) under God, indivisible, and liberty and justice for(SRx1) all. I pledge
allegiance to the Flag of the United States(B<1s) of America(P<1s), and to the Republic for
which it stands, one Nation(B<1s) under God, indivisible, and liberty and justice for(SRx2) all.

Typical Disfluencies
1
Stuttering-Like Disfluencies
(Part word) Syllable repetitions
6
(Part word) Sound repetitions
6
Prolongations
1
Blocks
3
%SS = 9.6
Interjections

1. How often were you able to speak fluently when reciting the Pledge of Allegiance?
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
2. The frequency of my stuttered moments during the Pledge of Allegiance could be described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
3. The duration (length) of my stuttered moments during the Pledge of Allegiance could be
described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
4. What influenced the frequency and length of your stuttered moments when reciting the Pledge
of Allegiance?
Thinking of what I was going to say next.
5. What strategies (if any) did you use when reciting the Pledge of Allegiance?
I didn’t really use any, just an easy onset when first starting.
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S2 – Reading
The Caterpillar(SRx1)
Do you like amusement(SR x1) parks? Well, I sure do. To amuse(SRx3) myself(SRx1), I went
twice last spring(SRx1). [My most(P<1s) m^(SRx4)](REV) [my most m^(SRx3)](REV) my
most memorable(SRx2) moment(SRx2) [was riding(SRx4) on the Caterp^(SRx14)](REV)
was riding on the Caterpillar(SRx7), which is a gigantic(B<1s) rollercoaster(SRx2) k/high
above the ground. When I saw how k/high the Caterpillar rose into the bright blue sky [I
kn^(SRx2)](REV) I knew(P<1s) it was for me(P<1s). [After w^(SRx4)](REV) after waiting
(SRx5) in line for thirty(B<1s) minutes(SRx5), I made(P<1s) it to the front(SRx1) where the
man measured(SRx2) my k/height to see if I was tall enough(B<1s). [I g^(SRx2)](REV) I
gave(SRx2) the man(P<1s) my(SRx1) coins, asked for change(SRx3), and jumped(SRx1) on
the cart. Tick, tick, tick, [the Caterpillar climbed slow^(B<1s)](REV) the Caterpillar climbed
slowly up the tracks. It went SO k/high [I could s^(SRX2)](REV) I could see(SRx2)(stee for see)
the parking lot. [Boy was I sc^(SRx6)](REV) Boy was I SCARED! I thought to myself(SRx2),
“There’s no turning back(SRx3) now(P<1s).” [People(SRx1) were so sc^(B>1s)](REV)
[p^(SRx3)](REV) people(B>2.5s) were so(SRx7)(sto for so) scared(SRx3) [they
sc^(SRx6)](REV) they screamed(SRx2) as we swiftly(SRx3) zoomed(SRx3) fast(SRx3), fast,
and faster along the tracks. As quickly as it started, the Caterpillar came(SRx3) to a stop.
Unfortunately(SRx1), it was time to pack the car and drive k/home(SRx1). That night I sh-(IJ)
dreamt of the wild ride on the Caterpillar(SRx1). Taking(SRx1) a trip to the amusement(B<1s)
park and riding on the Caterpillar was my MOST(SRx1) memorable moment(B<1s) ever!

Typical Disfluencies
Interjections
1
Revisions
12
Stuttering-Like Disfluencies
(Part-word) Syllable repetitions
0
(Part-word) Sound repetitions
44 (avg # repetition units = 2.9)
Prolongations
6
Blocks
8
%SS = 25.4
1. How often were you able to speak fluently while reading the Caterpillar story?
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
2. The frequency of my stuttered moments while reading the Caterpillar story could be described
as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
3. The duration (length) of my stuttered moments while reading the Caterpillar story could be
described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
4. What influenced the frequency and length of your stuttered moments while reading the
Caterpillar story? Sounds I encountered that I frequently stutter on; didn’t know content
5. What strategies (if any) did you use while reading the Caterpillar story? I didn’t really use any
strategies, I just stopped and I tried to start over in a moment of stutter.
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S2 – Monologue
Okay so um an older man(B<1s) is in a backyard(B<1s) and he finds something(SRx2) um in
the ground. And he it looks like he’s digging(SRx1) it up. And um the next picture looks like
he’s pulling um a k/head out of a box and he’s um investigating(B<1s) it. And he finds other
parts um in the box. [And in the ending](REV) and towards the end he’s trying to put it
together(B<1s) and he doesn’t(SyRx1) know where all the parts go and then at the end he
finally k/has(SRx1) a complete creature(SRx2) that is put together(SRx1) in a
wheelchair(SRx2).

Typical Disfluencies
1
Stuttering-Like Disfluencies
(Part-word) Syllable repetitions
1 (avg # repetition units = 1)
(Part-word) Sound repetitions
6 (avg # repetition units = 1.5)
Prolongations
0
Blocks
4
%SS = 9.5
Revisions

1. How often were you able to speak fluently while describing the picture?
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely

Never

2. The frequency of my stuttered moments while describing the picture could be described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
3. The duration (length) of my stuttered moments while describing the picture could be described
as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
4. What influenced the frequency and length of your stuttered moments while describing the
picture?
Coming up with something on the spot.
5. What strategies (if any) did you use while describing the picture?
None.
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S2 – Conversation
So one thing I guess from my childhood that kinda shaped(SRx2) me was uh so I was [I
was](PHRx1) born(B<1s) in Philadelphia(B<1s) and then I moved(B<1s) over to New
Jersey(SRx3) which wasn’t far at all only(SRx1) about twenty minutes(P<1s) or so(P<1s)(sto
for so) and um we moved(B<1s) in with my grandparents(B<1s). And um I thought it was
gonna be so k/hard like starting(B<1s) at a new(SRx2) school. [And um](REV) but then I just
like kinda like fit right(SRx1) in. [I mean](REV) I [I](WWRx1) mean I was really
young(B<1s)(ygoung for young) still but um yeah that’s just something(SRx2) I
remember(SyRx1). well we lived in like this little k/house over in Philadelphia(SRx1). It was
kinda like a townk/home. so this new k/house [it was like](REV) it was a really(SRx2) big house
and we had like a pool out back and it was on like the corner and um so [I was just like
[like](WWRx1)](REV) I was like oh my gosh this is such(SRx4) a big house and like so I grew
up there for like thirteen years(B<1s)(ygears for years) so yeah. Yeah, so I mean ‘cause I was
so young(B<1s)(ygoung for young) I really(SRx6) didn’t k/have like a k/hard time. [the](REV)
um there was this girl that lived across the street from me and we were the same(SRx2) age so
it was like easier to have her. And then once(SRx1) I was at school there for a couple years
when I was in fourth(P<1s) grade(SRx2) um I met like these friends(SRx4) that like we did
everything together and we’re actually still friends(P<1s) now even though we live like across
the country(SRx2) and everything so yeah. Yeah it was just a v-(IJ) better like area also and
like um it was just [like good](REV) like a good area like growing up in. But then I actually did
move(SRx2) [to Ariz^(SRx8)](REV) to Arizona um in the beginning(B<1s) of my junior year of
k/high(SRx2) school so it was kinda like I had to relive that all over again (laughs). [So
um](REV) but this time it was a little bit k/harder because I was like [like](WWRx1) towards the
end of k/highschool and like by that time like everybody kinda already k/has like their own friend
groups(SRx1) and everything(B<1s) like that so it was harder when I moved(SRx3) to
Arizona(SRx3). But um like cause I thought I wasn’t(B<1s) gonna like it and I was gonna get
like k/homesick(P<1s) but I actually love it here.

Typical Disfluencies
Interjections
1
Revisions
8
Phrase repetitions
1 (avg # repetition units = 1)
Whole word repetitions (even stress)
3 (avg # repetition units = 1)
Stuttering-Like Disfluencies
(Part-word) Syllable repetitions
1 (avg # repetition units = 1)
(Part-word) Sound repetitions
21 (avg # repetition units = 2.6)
Prolongations
5
Blocks
12
%SS = 9.4
1. How often were you able to speak fluently while speaking in conversation?
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
2. The frequency of my stuttered moments while speaking in conversation could be described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
3. The duration (length) of my stuttered moments while speaking in conversation could be
described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
4. What influenced the frequency and length of your stuttered moments while speaking in
conversation? I felt comfortable and I was familiar with.
5. What strategies (if any) did you use while speaking in conversation? None.
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Participant S3
S3 – Recitation
I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it
stands, one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all. I pledge allegiance to
the Flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one Nation
under God, indivisible, [w--(IJ) uh](REV) with liberty and justice for all. [Okay xx.](IJ) I pledge
allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands,
one Nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all. I pledge allegiance to the Flag
of the United States of America, to the Republic for which it stands, one Nation under God,
indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.

Interjections
Revisions
n/a

Typical Disfluencies
2
1
Stuttering-Like Disfluencies
n/a
%SS = 0

1. How often were you able to speak fluently when reciting the Pledge of Allegiance?
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
2. The frequency of my stuttered moments during the Pledge of Allegiance could be described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
3. The duration (length) of my stuttered moments during the Pledge of Allegiance could be
described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
4. What influenced the frequency and length of your stuttered moments when reciting the Pledge
of Allegiance?
Memorization and accepting environment
5. What strategies (if any) did you use during when reciting the Pledge of Allegiance?
Didn’t need
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S3 – Reading
The Caterpillar
Do you like amusement parks? Well, I sure do. To amuse myself, I went twice last spring. My
most MEMORABLE moment was riding on the Caterpillar, which is a gigantic rollercoaster high
above the ground. When I saw how high the Caterpillar rose into the bright blue sky I knew it
was for me. After waiting in line for thirty minutes, I made it to the front where the man
measured my height to see if I was tall enough. I gave the man my coins, asked for change, and
jumped on the cart. Tick, tick, tick, the Caterpillar climbed slowly up the tracks. I went SO high I
could see the parking lot. Boy was I SCARED! I thought to myself, “There’s no turning back
now.” People were so scared they screamed as we swiftly zoomed fast, fast, and faster along
the tracks. As quickly as it started, the Caterpillar came to a stop. Unfortunately, it was time to
pack(B) the car and drive home. That night I dreamt of the wild ride on the Caterpillar. Taking a
trip to the amusement park and riding on the Caterpillar was my MOST memorable moment
ever!

n/a
Blocks

Typical Disfluencies
n/a
Stuttering-Like Disfluencies
1
%SS = 0.4

1. How often were you able to speak fluently while reading the Caterpillar story?
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely
Never
2. The frequency of my stuttered moments while reading the Caterpillar story could be described
as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
3. The duration (length) of my stuttered moments while reading the Caterpillar story could be
described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
4. What influenced the frequency and length of your stuttered moments while reading the
Caterpillar story?
When reading I do not stutter
5. What strategies (if any) did you use while reading the Caterpillar story?
Didn’t need
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S3 – Monologue
Okay. There’s(SP<1s) a professor that is trying to discover ancient dinosaur bones and found
some. Uh took them back to the lab where it looks like he was staying on-site uh wherever he
was trying to discover some dinosaur bones. And wanted to um put the bones back together
and discovered that some of the bones were missing so was trying to determine what type of uh
dinosaur this was and came to the conclusion this was a crippled dinosaur that needed a
wheelchair.
Typical Disfluencies

n/a
Sound prolongations

n/a
Stuttering-Like Disfluencies
1
%SS = 0.8

1. How often were you able to speak fluently while describing the picture?
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely

Never

2. The frequency of my stuttered moments while describing the picture could be described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
3. The duration (length) of my stuttered moments while describing the picture could be described
as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
4. What influenced the frequency and length of your stuttered moments while describing the
picture?
Stutter-friendly environment
“Comic” story – so minimal pressure to address an audience in a very particular way – less
formal
5. What strategies (if any) did you use while describing the picture?
Didn’t
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S3 – Conversation
Okay well since this is a stuttering(P<1s) focused um uh study maybe I’ll share a(P<1s) story
so this was when I was in college is that okay? So I knew that I really needed to get help with
my speech when um I had to talk publicly to some um prominent(SRx1) people in the
community and when they asked me um where I went to school and my major which was really
just kind of a conversational starter for them as a panel of people asking me questions um I had
a hard time saying [my w-(IJ)](REV) my(P<1s) school and what my major was. I don’t know if I
had to say my name or not but if I did I definitely struggled with that too. And so doing that I
knew I had [I had](PHRx1) something I needed to work on and I had a speech written out so it
was gonna be very helpful but there was just a few questions at the beginning kind of informal
which usually for most people is a(P<1s) way to kinda help them to relax before they say
anything and for me it was something that was actually really difficult. um this was when I was
appointed to be the student regent for the board of regents and I went through the senate
confirmation hearing process at the capital and it was something that’s always stood(P<1s) out
to me as the moment I knew I needed to get help. And I went through my term on the regents
and I I (WWRx1 – uneven stress) got help from doctor(P<1s) at that time when I was going
through that and then when I was done I just wanted to do something that was more intensive
but I knew at that moment when it was happen I needed to do something else that it was
something(P<1s) I’d been able to get w-(IJ) away with in my life. Um not having been in any
type of pressure type of formal situation but that’s gonna be the rest of your life, I mean work
and your career so I knew that that was something I needed to address.

Typical Disfluencies
Interjections
2
Revisions
1
Phrase repetitions
1 (avg # repetition units = 1)
Stuttering-Like Disfluencies
Whole word repetitions (uneven stress)
1 (avg # repetition units = 1)
(Part-word) Sound repetitions
1 (avg # repetition units = 1)
Prolongations
7
%SS = 2.1
1. How often were you able to speak fluently while speaking in conversation?
Always
Frequently
Sometimes
Rarely

Never

2. The frequency of my stuttered moments while speaking in conversation could be described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
3. The duration (length) of my stuttered moments while speaking in conversation could be
described as
Mild
Moderate
Moderate to Severe
Severe
Very Severe
4. What influenced the frequency and length of your stuttered moments while speaking in
conversation? “off the cuff” question/answer; non-scripted discussion
5. What strategies (if any) did you use while speaking in conversation? Prolongations
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Appendix B
Participant S1 (AWS group)

Conversation

Monologue

Reading

Recitation

VSDf

VSDn

VRP
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Participant S2 (AWS group)

Conversation

Monologue

Reading

Recitation

VSDf

VSDn

VRP
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Participant S3 (AWS group)

Conversation

Monologue

Reading

Recitation

VSDf

VSDn

VRP
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Participant C1 (control group)

Conversation

Monologue

Reading

Recitation

VSDf

VSDn

VRP
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Participant C2 (control group)

Conversation

Monologue

Reading

Recitation

VSDf

VSDn

VRP
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Participant C3 (control group)

Conversation

Monologue

Reading

Recitation

VSDf

VSDn

VRP
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